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Vibrational and electronic properties of neutral and negatively charged C20 clusters
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We computed vibrational and electronic properties of the cage, bowl, and ring isomers of neutral and
negatively charged C20, within density-functional theory, using fully optimized local-density and gradient-
corrected geometries. Vibrational and electronic spectra exhibit distinctive features, which could be used to
identify a given isomer and its charge state in molecular beams or thin films. Notable changes are observed in
both the Raman and infrared spectra when going from the neutral to the charged isomers. We also calculated
vibrational entropies from harmonic frequencies. Our results indicate that, above a critical temperature, the ring
isomer is always stabilized by entropic effects, irrespective of the theoretical model used to compute the
internal energy. In particular, gradient-corrected functionals predict both the neutral and charged ring to be the
most stable isomer at all temperatures. Molecular-dynamics simulations were performed to study the geometry
of the ring at high temperature. Furthermore, we rationalized photoelectron spectra of C2n clusters,n59 –12,
in terms of differences in the electronic structure for even and oddn. @S0163-1829~98!07403-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The geometric structure of small carbon clusters is of
sic interest to the understanding of fullerene formation,1,2 as
well as of the microscopic structure of fullerene assemb
thin films.3–5 Among the carbon clusters with less than
atoms, C20 is the smallest molecule that could form
fullerene cage and has been the subject of many inves
tions in recent years, by both chemists and physicists.6–18

However, the relative stability of the different C20 isomers is
still the subject of controversy. In particular, there is an a
parent disagreement between experiments6–9 indicating that
the dominant species in graphite laser vaporization sourc
a ring structure, and most first-principles calculations, fin
ing either the cage or the bowl as most stable isomers at
temperature. We note that most experiments are carried
for negatively charged species, whereasab initio calculations
have so far been performed for neutral molecules. Furth
more, ion chromatography,6 ion drift experiments,7 and ul-
traviolet photoemission spectroscopy patterns8 favor a mono-
cyclic ring geometry, whereas photoelectron spectrosc
data9 have been interpreted in terms of bicyclic rings.

In this paper we present a first-principles theoretical stu
of the vibrational and electronic properties of the cage, bo
and ring isomers of both neutral and negatively charged C20.
We have fully optimized the geometries of all isomers at
local-density and gradient-corrected level.19 Our results al-
low us to identify distinctive features of each isomer in bo
electronic and vibrational spectra, and to evaluate free e
gies within the harmonic approximation. This permits t
study of the relative stability of the three isomers as a fu
tion of temperature, and the investigations of the chan
occurring in their vibrational and electronic properties wh
going from neutral to charged species. Furthermore,
present a comparative analysis of the electronic propertie
C18 and C20 neutral rings, which allows one to interpre
570163-1829/98/57~3!/1860~8!/$15.00
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recent experiments9 without invoking the presence of bicy
clic ring structures.

II. GROUND-STATE GEOMETRIES
AND ELECTRONIC SPECTRA

We carried out density-functional calculations usi
norm-conserving pseudopotentials and plane-wave b
sets,23 with a kinetic-energy cutoff of 40 Ry and a~30 a.u.! 3

unit cell. We used both the local-density approximati
~LDA ! and the generalized gradient approximation recen
proposed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof~PBE! ~Ref. 19!
and successfully used to study molecular systems.20,21 In the
case of neutral clusters, we checked the effect of perio
boundary conditions and of finite cell size by computing to
energies in a larger cell@~40 a.u.! 3#, which led to energy
changes smaller than 1 meV. In the case of charged clus
the energy differences between different isomers are cor
up to O(L23), whereL is the edge of the cubic cell used i
our calculations; the linear terms inL cancel out, being de-
pendent only on the shape of the cell.22

The optimized geometries of neutral C20 at T50 are
shown in Fig. 1 and the relative total energies are displa
in Table I, together with results published in the literatu
When using LDA, similar to former calculations10–12,17we
found that the cage is the most stable structure atT50,
followed by the bowl and the ring, in order of increasin
energy. We checked basis set convergence by increasin
kinetic-energy cutoff to 60 Ry, which changed the relati
energies of the cage, bowl, and ring by 0.1–0.2 eV, but
not affect the energy ordering. When using PBE, we fou
that the most stable structure is the ring, followed by t
bowl and the cage, in agreement with other gradie
corrected calculations using LDA optimized geometries.16,17

The symmetry of the fully optimized structures~see Fig.
1! of the neutral cage, bowl, and ring areD3d , C5v , and
1860 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 1861VIBRATIONAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF . . .
D10h , respectively, for both LDA and PBE calculations. A
though the relative stability of the three isomers is differe
within LDA and PBE, fully optimized geometries are ve
similar. In our calculations the cage and the bowl have f
characteristic bond lengths whereas the ring exhibits alter
ing short and long bonds~we call this a dimerized ring ge
ometry!. Table II shows optimized geometries obtained

FIG. 1. Geometries of the three neutral C20 isomers: the cage
(D3d), the bowl (C5v), and the ring (D10h). The four characteristic
bond lengths (d) of the cage aredCC951.409, dAB51.443, dBC

51.450, anddCC851.512 Å; those of the bowl aredCC851.249,
dBC51.410,dAA851.423, anddAB51.434 Å; those of the ring are
dAB51.244 anddBA851.334 Å. These results have been obtain
with 40 Ry cutoff. Atoms labeled with the same letter are equi
lent.

TABLE I. Relative energies~eV! of the three neutral C20 iso-
mers as calculated with different theoretical models. We show
sults obtained with the LDA and using gradient corrected functi
als. These functionals use Becke exchange with one (B) or three
(B3) fitting parameters and the correlation formulas proposed
Lee, Yang, and Parr~LYP!, Perdew and Wang~PW91! and PBE.
Results of CCSD~T! ~coupled-cluster single and double excitatio
with triple excitations added perturbatively! and diffusion quantum
Monte Carlo~QMC! calculations are shown for comparison. Geo
etries are optimized at the LDA~/LDA !, Hartree-Fock~/HF! or
PBE ~/PBE! level. For our LDA calculations, both results obtaine
with a plane-wave cutoff~Ecut) of 40 and 60 Ry are shown~see
text!. For each theoretical model, we set to zero the total energ
the most stable structure.

Theoretical model Cage Bowl Ring

LDA/LDA ~this work; Ecut540 Ry! 0.00 0.75 2.76
LDA/LDA ~this work; Ecut560 Ry! 0.00 0.64 2.51
LDA/LDA ~Ref. 10! 0.00 0.75 2.65
LDA/LDA ~Ref. 11! 0.00 0.80 2.30
LDA/LDA ~Ref. 12! 0.00 1.46 3.85
LDA/HF ~Ref. 14! 0.00 1.12 4.10

PBE/PBE ~this work; Ecut540 Ry! 1.00 0.17 0.00
B-LYP/HF ~Ref. 13! 3.43 1.07 0.00
B-LYP/LDA ~Ref. 12! 3.32 1.50 0.00
B3-LYP/HF ~Ref. 14! 2.33 0.40 0.00
B3-LYP/HF ~Ref. 16! 1.33 0.00 0.60
B3-LYP/LDA ~Ref. 16! 1.42 0.52 0.00
B-PW91/HF~Ref. 14! 0.78 0.00 0.47
B3-PW91/HF~Ref. 14! 0.72 0.00 0.82

CCSD(T)/LDA ~Ref. 11! 0.00 0.00 1.7
CCSD(T)/HF ~Ref. 11! 0.60 0.00 2.8

QMC/HF ~Ref. 14! 2.2 0.00 1.1
t

r
t-

various calculations. In general, geometries optimized at
Hartree-Fock~HF! and LDA levels are considerably differ
ent. In particular, for the ring, the difference in length b
tween short and long bonds~dimerization! obtained with HF
calculations is much larger (.0.2 Å! than that yielded by
LDA calculations (.0.07 Å!. All published LDA calcula-
tions give similar geometries for both the bowl and the rin
whereas the results for the cage differ appreciably. We ob
a D3d symmetry, while most other authors find structures
lower symmetry (C2 or Ci). Such low symmetry structure
may result from an incomplete optimization of the ionic c
ordinates of the fullerene cage. In our calculations full co
vergence was attained by requiring ionic forces to be sma
than 1025 a.u., a more stringent criterion than that used, e
in Ref. 12 ~1023 a.u.!. We also computed the LDA tota
energy of the fullerene cage using the geometry propose
Ref. 13 (C2 symmetry, optimized at the HF level! and found
it to be 1.30 eV higher than the energy of our optimized ca
geometry.

Similarly to neutral clusters, when using LDA we foun
that the cage is the most stable isomer of C20

2 , whereas the
ring is the ground-state structure within PBE. Our results
summarized in Table III. The optimized geometries of t
negatively charged clusters~see Table IV! show important
differences with respect to those of the neutral counterpa
The cage symmetry is lowered toC2h and bond distances
vary between 1.40 and 1.51 Å. The bowl symmetry is lo
ered toC2 when using PBE, whereas it is preserved toC5v
within LDA. We note that the symmetry breaking is rath
small. In both cases the shortest interatomic distances o
cluster increase and the longest distances decrease wit
spect to the neutral species. In the ring, the symmetry
preserved and the dimerization is slightly reduced, the LD
and PBE results being very similar.

Figure 2 shows the density of electronic states~DOS! of
the three C20 isomers both in the neutral~solid line! and
charged~dotted line! states. The bandwidths are sensibly d
ferent for the three geometries, the cage’s being the wid
~20.75 eV for neutral C20), followed by the bowl’s~17.29
eV! and the ring’s~15.74 eV!. A distinctive feature of the
ring spectrum is the presence of a large gap (.3 eV! sepa-
ratings from p states, which does not have any analogue
the bowl and cage spectra. This feature is a consequenc
the ring having a quasi-one-dimensional geometry. We a
notice the marked difference between the neutral cage
bowl spectra near the highest occupied molecular orb
where the bowl DOS exhibits a sharp edge, whereas the c
DOS vanishes more gently.

The DOS of the charged ring and bowl are very similar
those of their neutral counterparts, showing just one ex
state close to the highest occupied state. The DOS of
charged cage is instead modified with respect to that of
neutral isomer over an energy range of about 10 eV clos
the highest occupied orbital, although also in this case
differences are small.

III. VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA AND FREE ENERGY

We determined the harmonic vibrational frequencies (v i)
of each isomer~Tables V and VI!by diagonalizing the (60
360) matrix,
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TABLE II. Symmetry and bond lengths of the three isomers of neutral C20 as optimized in our calcula-
tions~this work! at the LDA and gradient-corrected~PBE! level, compared to those published in the literatu
both at the LDA and HF level.

Isomer Geometry optimization Symmetry Bond lengths~Å!

Cage LDA ~this work! D3d 1.409, 1.443, 1.450, 1.51
PBE ~this work! D3d 1.407, 1.443, 1.450, 1.51
LDA ~Ref. 10! 1.42-1.49
LDA ~Ref. 12! Ci 1.395-1.517

LDA-BLYP ~Ref. 12! Ci 1.405-1.542
HF ~Ref. 12! C2 1.368-1.504
HF ~Ref. 13! C2 1.367-1.504
HF ~Ref. 15! D5d 1.416, 1.425, 1.474

Bowl LDA ~this work! C5v 1.249, 1.410, 1.423, 1.434
PBE ~this work! C5v 1.246, 1.414, 1.425, 1.435
LDA ~Ref. 10! 1.25, 1.40-1.45
LDA ~Ref. 12! C5v 1.256, 1.404, 1.413, 1.415

LDA-BLYP ~Ref. 12! C5v 1.258, 1.412, 1.418, 1.430
HF ~Ref. 12! C5v 1.218, 1.397, 1.424, 1.429
HF ~Ref. 13! C5v 1.218, 1.397, 1.424, 1.429

Ring LDA ~this work! D10h 1.244, 1.334
PBE ~this work! D10h 1.241, 1.336
LDA ~Ref. 10! C10h 1.25, 1.33
LDA ~Ref. 12! C10h 1.245, 1.329

LDA-BLYP ~Ref. 12! C10h 1.243, 1.333
HF ~Ref. 12! C10h 1.196, 1.381
HF ~Ref. 13! C10h 1.196, 1.381
HF ~Ref. 15! D10h 1.193, 1.378
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mC

]2E0

]xi]xj
. ~1!

HereE0 denotes the total energy of the system at zero te
perature,xi is one of the 60 displacements from equilibriu
along thex, y, andz directions of each atom, andmC is the
mass of a C atom. The eigenvalues (l i) of A are related to
the eigenfrequenciesv i by l i5v i

2 . In Eq. ~1!, ]2E0 /]xi]xj

was calculated as2(]Fi /]xj ), whereFi denotes the force
acting onxi . The derivatives were evaluated by imposi
small symmetric displacements~0.1 a.u.! from the equilib-
rium and then computingFi in the displaced configurations
The matrix elements ofA were obtained using a symmetr
two-point finite difference formula, which eliminates the i
fluence of any residual force at the reference equilibri
position.

TABLE III. Relative energies~eV! of the three isomers of nega
tively charged C20 isomers as calculated with different theoretic
models. We show results obtained with the LDA and using
gradient-corrected functional proposed by PBE. For each theore
model, we set to zero the total energy of the most stable struc
Our results have been obtained using a plane-wave cutoff of 40

Theoretical model Cage Bowl Ring

LDA 0.00 0.49 1.83
PBE 1.89 1.14 0.00
-

Figures 3–7 show infrared~IR! and Raman (R) active
frequencies of the C20 isomers, and Tables IV and V displa
the full spectra of the neutral and charged isomers, resp
tively. We note that the symmetry groups of the cage and
ring contain the inversion operation and thus it is possible
discriminate between IR andR active modes; on the con
trary, the symmetry group of the bowl does not include t
inversion and, therefore, no distinction can be drawn
tween IR and R active modes. There are profound diff
ences between the vibrational properties of the three isom
of C20 and important modifications of the spectra occ
when charging the clusters.

We first discuss the spectra of the neutral molecules.
cage~Figs. 3–4! has 23 IR and 24R active modes, all of
them below 1500 cm21. The IR spectrum lies between 50
and 1300 cm21 and the Raman frequencies are in the int
val 500–1400 cm21, with a single line at a lower frequenc
(.150 cm21). The bowl ~Fig. 5! has 50 IR andR active
modes in the range 150–1900 cm21, with a gap between
1500 and 1800 cm21. The ring has only four IR active
modes~Fig. 6! — three in the range 400–500 cm21 and one
at high frequency (1944 cm21) — and eightR active modes
~Fig. 7!, one at very low (45 cm21) and two at very high
~above 2000 cm21) frequencies. The spectrum compute
for the ring structure agrees well with published LD
results.12 We note that there are non-negligible differenc
between results obtained at the LDA and HF level,12 espe-
cially in the high-frequency part of the spectrum. Our resu
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TABLE IV. Symmetry and bond lengths of the three isomers of negatively charged C20 as optimized in
our calculations at the LDA and gradient-corrected~PBE! level. The cage isomer has one very low vibr
tional frequency and the structural optimization of this structure is less accurate than that of the charge
and ring.

Isomer Geometry optimization Symmetry Bond lengths~Å!

Cage LDA C2h 1.40, 1.41, 1.42-1.52
PBE C2h 1.40, 1.41, 1.42-1.52

Bowl LDA C5v 1.270, 1.419, 1.426, 1.428
PBE C2 1.251, 1.273, 1.413, 1.419, 1.428, 1.431

Ring LDA D10h 1.257, 1.324
PBE D10h 1.255, 1.326
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for the spectrum of the bowl agree reasonably well w
those obtained using the B3LYP energy functional,16 al-
though in the high-frequency region we find modes that
not as stiff. On the contrary, there are sensible differen
with the B3LYP results16 for the cage, which were obtaine
for HF optimizedC2h and Ci geometries, especially in th
low-frequency part of the spectrum.

When charging the cage, its IR frequencies are not se
bly modified~Fig. 3!, whereas itsR spectrum shows notabl
changes~Fig. 4!. In particular, an active mode appears at lo
frequency (28 cm21) and the gap between 150 an
500 cm21 is partially filled. The low-frequency mode corre
sponds to a higher-frequency inactive mode in the neu
cluster. In the bowl, we observe a change in the upperm

FIG. 2. Density of valence occupied states~arbitrary units! of
the three C20 isomers. Solid and dotted lines indicate results for
neutral and negatively charged clusters. The bottom of the vale
bands of the neutral and charged clusters has been arbitr
aligned for each isomer. We used a Gaussian broadening of w
0.5 eV.
e
s
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part of the spectrum~Fig. 5!, where the modes are shifte
downward. Similarly the high frequency IR andR modes of
the ring are shifted downwards~Figs. 6 and 7!.

We have used the computed total energy at zero temp
ture (E0) and the harmonic frequencies to evaluate the f
energy (F) of the different C20 isomers as a function o
temperature (T), from the formula24

F5E02
1

2(i
\v i1kBT(

i
lnS exp

\v i

kBT
21D . ~2!

The results are shown in Fig. 8 for LDA and PBE functio
als. Within LDA, for T<1100 ~700! K, we obtain the same
structure ordering as atT50 for neutral~charged! C20; at
T.1100~700! K the free-energy curves of the three isome
cross, yielding the ring as the most stable structure, follow
by the bowl and the cage, in order of increasing energy
the case of C20

2 , the bowl and the cage are almost degener
Within PBE, the ring is the most stable structure at all te
peratures for both neutral and charged C20, followed by the

ce
ily
th

FIG. 3. Vibrational frequencies of the IR active modes of t
cage isomer, computed using the local-density approximation.
left and right portion of the picture show the frequencies of t
neutral and charged species, respectively. Dotted lines indicate
correspondence between the modes of C20 and C20

2 . The modes are
either singly or doubly degenerate. Doubly degenerate modes
been represented with a line twice as long as that indicating sin
degenerate modes.
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1864 57GALLI, GYGI, AND GOLAZ
bowl and the cage, the free-energy difference between
ring and the bowl being larger in the case of charged m
ecules. Our findings are consistent with recent measurem
detecting C20 clusters with a ring structure in graphite las
vaporization sources,6–8 where the clusters are negative
charged and expected to be at high temperature.

In order to estimate free energies for neutral C20 with
different theoretical models, we used the value ofE0 ob-
tained with different first-principles calculations~see Table I!
and evaluated the zero-point motion and the entropic term
the LDA level.25 When doing so, we got different crossin
points (Tc) for the three free-energy curves but in all cas
the same structure ordering aboveTc . As mentioned above

FIG. 4. Vibrational frequencies of the Raman modes of the c
isomer, computed using the local-density approximation. The
and right portion of the picture show the frequencies of the neu
and charged species, respectively. Dotted lines indicate the c
spondence between the modes of C20 and C20

2 . The mode degen-
eracy is represented as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Vibrational frequencies of infrared and Raman act
modes of the bowl isomer, computed using the local-density
proximation. The left and right portion of the picture show t
frequencies of the neutral and charged species, respectively. D
lines indicate the correspondence between the modes of C20 and
C20

2 . The mode degeneracy is represented as in Fig. 3.
he
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in the case of some gradient-corrected results, the rin
already the most stable structure at zero temperature an
did not observe any crossing. This indicates that, irrespec
of the theoretical approximation used to evaluate the clu
total energy atT50, the ring structure is predicted to be th
most abundant species in molecular beams at high temp
ture (T>Tc). We note that similar conclusions were draw
by Brabecet al.11 in a study of precursors to C60 fullerene
formation, using semiempirical methods. Using quant
chemistry methods Martin, El-Yazal, and J. P. Franc¸ois16

found that up to.1700 K the bowl is favored with respect t
the ring and the cage; above this temperature the ring
comes instead more stable, followed by the bowl and
cage.

e
ft
al
re-

-

ted

FIG. 6. Vibrational frequencies of the IR active modes of t
ring isomer, computed using the local-density approximation. T
left and right portion of the picture show the frequencies of t
neutral and charged species, respectively. Dotted lines indicate
correspondence between the modes of C20 and C20

2 . The mode
degeneracy is represented as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 7. Vibrational frequencies of the Raman modes of the r
isomer, computed using the local-density approximation. The
and right portion of the picture show the frequencies of the neu
and charged species, respectively. Dotted lines indicate the c
spondence between the modes of C20 and C20

2 . The mode degen-
eracy is represented as in Fig. 3.
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TABLE V. Vibrational frequencies of the cage, bowl, and ring isomers of neutral C20, computed using
the local-density approximation. The modes are classified according to the irreducible representation
symmetry group:D3d , C5v , andD10h for the cage, bowl, and ring, respectively.

Isomer Vibrational frequencies~cm21)

Cage 151~eg) 353~a2g) 464~eg) 515~a1g) 532~a2u) 559~a1u) 586~eu) 598~eu) 601~a1u) 626~eu)
636~eg) 670~a2u) 712~a2g) 731~eu) 761~eg) 762~a1g) 826~a1g) 886~a2u) 916~eu) 996~eg)
1075~a2u) 1117~eg) 1143~eu) 1152~a1g) 1191~a1u) 1208~a1g) 1212~a2g) 1225~eu) 1238~a2u)
1272~eg) 1275~eu) 1290~eg) 1320~a1u) 1329~eu) 1384~a1g) 1408~eg)

Bowl 145~e2) 150~a1) 303~e2) 362~e1) 409~e2) 435~e1) 459~e1) 463~e2) 469~a2) 478~a2) 493~e2)
518~e1) 602~a1) 612~e1) 620~a1) 648~e2) 752~e2) 780~a2) 837~e1) 954~e2) 972~a1) 1071~e1)
1256~e2) 1277~e2) 1391~e1) 1404~e2) 1406~a1) 1439~e1) 1463~a2) 1860~e2) 1907~e1) 1914~a1)

Ring 45~e2g) 52~e2u) 124~e3u) 132~e3g) 221~e4g) 226~e4u) 288~ag) 301~bg)
303~bu) 334~bu) 343~bg) 394~ag) 397~e4g) 399~e4u) 404~au) 445~e3u)
446~e3g) 460~e1u) 465~e2g) 466~e1g) 470~e2u) 541~e1u) 836~e2g) 1145~e3u)
1416~e4g) 1555~bu) 1925~bu) 1944~e1u) 2007~e4g) 2022~ag) 2104~e3u) 2110~e2g)
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In order to investigate possible changes in the ring geo
etry as the temperature increases, we have perfor
molecular-dynamics simulations and heated the ring st
ture up to about 1100 K. At this temperature we have mo
tored the system geometry for about 2 ps. We found that
molecule shows an appreciable dimerization also at h
temperature, indicating that the geometry optimized aT
50 is representative of the cluster geometry~acetylenic! also
at higher temperatures.

IV. C 2n RINGS, n59–12

Recently the highest vibrational frequency of C20 in mo-
lecular beams has been measured,9 and found to lie slightly
above 2000 cm21. The observed frequency led the autho
of Ref. 9 to postulate the presence of C20 clusters in a bicy-
clic geometrical arrangement. This assumption was m
vated by the marked difference between the spectra of18
and C20, which were attributed to differences in the topo
ogy of the two clusters. Since C18 is believed to be a ring, it
-
ed
c-
i-
e
h

i-

was argued that C20 should not have a ring structure and th
a possible geometry leading to vibrational frequencies in
measured range~i.e., .2000 cm21) could be a bicyclic
ring. It was also suggested that a transition from monocy
to bicyclic carbon rings occurs when the number of ato
equals 20. However, it was pointed out that the spectra
C22 and C26 on one hand, and C20 and C24 on the other
hand, reveal some differences in the structural propertie
the two groups of clusters. In what follows we argue th
these differences, together with those between C20 and C18,
can be understood in terms of the electronic structure of C2n

clusters in a monocyclic ring configuration, whenn59 –12
is either odd or even.

The valence occupied states of a linear chain of car
atoms~oriented in thex direction! are characterized bys and
p states, coming, respectively, from the hybridization ofs
andpx , and frompy andpz atomic orbitals. In a linear chain
with bonds of equal length,py andpz orbitals are degenerat
and, therefore, mostp states are fourfold degenerate~ignor-
C
ducible
TABLE VI. Vibrational frequencies of the cage, bowl, and ring isomers of negatively charged20,
computed using the local density approximation. The modes are classified according to the irre
representations of the symmetry group:C2h , C5v , andD10h for the cage, bowl, and ring, respectively.

Isomer Vibrational frequencies~cm21)

Cage 28~bg) 111~ag) 167~bg) 221~bg) 274~ag) 455~bg) 495~ag) 523~bu) 540~bu) 551~au)
560~au) 580~au) 597~bu) 601~au) 609~ag) 618~bu) 638~au) 662~bu) 678~ag) 698~au)
709~bg) 717~bu) 746~ag) 767~bg) 821~ag) 881~bu) 900~au) 904~bu) 935~ag) 953~bg)
985~bg) 1046~ag) 1065~bu) 1122~ag) 1126~au) 1141~bu) 1176~ag) 1178~au) 1189~bu)
1196~bg) 1201~bg) 1212~ag) 1234~au) 1238~au) 1244~bu) 1246~bg) 1269~au)
1281~ag) 1285~bu) 1303~ag) 1318~bu) 1338~au) 1367~ag) 1398~bg)

Bowl 153~e2) 158~a1) 302~e2) 344~e1) 379~e2) 440~e1) 452~e1) 468~a2) 464~e1) 491~e2) 473~a2)
513~e2) 599~a1) 605~e1) 621~a1) 655~e2) 755~e2) 780~a2) 822~e1) 951~e2) 986~a1) 1091~e1)
1219~e2) 1280~e2) 1341~e1) 1394~a2) 1400~e2) 1416~a1) 1422~e1) 1658~e2) 1701~e1) 1846~a1)

Ring 59~e2g) 69~e2u) 133~e3u) 140~e3g) 166~ag) 228~e4g) 232~e4u) 303~bu)
307~bg) 317~bg) 325~au) 344~bu) 372~e4u) 393~e1g) 398~ag) 403~e3g)
405~e4g) 411~e2u) 449~e3u) 457~e1u) 469~e2g) 545~e1u) 841~e2g) 1153~e3u)
1434~e4g) 1592~bu) 1865~bu) 1872~e1u) 1967~e4g) 2005~ag) 2071~e3u) 2076~e2g)
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ing spin!. If the chain has a finite curvature, i.e., is bent
form a ring, thepy-pz degeneracy is lifted and each group
four p states splits into two pairs of eigenvalues, separa
by a gap, which we call a bending gap. In our calculatio
for curvatures corresponding to C18 and C20, we found that
the average bending gap is about 0.06 and 0.03 eV, res
tively ~see Table VII!. This is much smaller than the energ
gap separating groups of fourp eigenvalues, which is gen
erally larger than 1 eV~see Table VII!. In general, for C2n
clusters,n59 –12, the highest occupied~HOMO! and lowest
unoccupied~LUMO! molecular orbitals of the ring are sep
rated by a small bending gap ifn is even, whereas forn odd

FIG. 8. Free energy of the neutral~left panel! and charged~right
panel! C20 isomers as a function of temperature (T), as calculated
by using an harmonic approximation and two different function
~LDA and PBE! for the exchange and correlation energy~see text!.
Solid, dotted and dashed lines indicate the cage, bowl, and
isomers, respectively.
d
,

ec-

they are separated by a much larger gap~e.g.,.2.2 eV in the
case of C18) between groups of four eigenvalues. Therefo
the total energy of C2n with n even can be lowered by
dimerization, whereas that of C2n with n odd, having a large
HOMO-LUMO gap in a cumulenic configuration, is not ex
pected to do so. This is precisely what we found in our LD
calculations: starting from cumulenic geometries for a C20
and a C18 ring, the optimized structures turned out to b
different. C20 showed an appreciable dimerization, where
C18 did not, having all bonds of equal length~1.28 Å!. Fur-
thermore, a geometry optimization of C18 starting from a
dimerized structure led as well to a nondimerized grou
state. Consistently with the prediction of special stability f
C4n12 rings,8 we found that the total energy of C18 is lower
than that of C20 by 0.04 eV/atom. In summary, we expe
C2n rings with oddn to be cumulenic rings and those wit
evenn to be acetylenic rings, forn59 –12. This will affect
the vibrational spectra of these clusters, and in particu
their high-frequency region, cumulenic rings having a low
maximum frequency than acetylenic rings. These results
account for the qualitative differences found in measu
photoelectron spectra9 of C2n clusters, withn59 –12, with-
out invoking bicyclic geometries. Furthermore the measur9

maximum frequency of C20 agrees well with our results fo
the monocyclic ring~see Table V!.

Finally, we computed the total energies of C20 in the two
bicyclic ring structures sharing one bond and found them
be much higher~about 2.5–3.5 eV! than that of the monocy-
clic ring, consistently with QMC results.26 Tight-binding op-
timizations found instead monocyclic and bicyclic ring g
ometries that are almost degenerate in energy.18

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented first-principles calculations of el
tronic and vibrational spectra of neutral and negativ
charged C20 isomers, and free-energy calculations using d
ferent theoretical models. Both series of spectra exhibit d

s

g

of
iven
TABLE VII. Single-particle energies~eV! of s ~@e i
s#o) and p ~@e i

p#o) valence occupied states and
somep empty states~@e i

p#e) for C20 and C18 neutral monocyclic rings. Eigenvalue degeneracies are g
between parentheses.

C20

@e i
s#o -21.37 -21.23 (32! -20.81 (32! -20.14 (32! -19.28 (32! -18.45

-18.06 -17.15 (32! -16.09 (32! -15.15 (32! -14.49 (32! -14.25

@e i
p#o -10.66 -10.64 -10.43 (32! -10.42 (32! -9.76 (32! -9.75 (32!

-8.68 (32! -8.64 (32! -7.20 (32! -7.14 (32! -5.68 -5.63

@e i
p#e -4.90 -4.85 -3.12 (32! -3.04 (32!

C18

@e i
s#o -21.47 -21.28 (32! -20.75 (32! -19.92 (32! -18.86 (32! -17.67 (32!

-16.46 (32! -15.37 (32! -14.56 (32! -14.27

@e i
p#o -10.72 -10.70 -10.45 (32! -10.40 (32! -9.60 (32! -9.56 (32! -8.24 (32!

-8.18 (32! -6.39 (32! -6.30 (32!

@e i
p#e -4.10 (32! -4.09 (32!
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tinctive features that could be used as fingerprints for
presence of a given geometrical structure in, e.g., molec
beams or thin films. Furthermore, free-energy calculati
indicate that the ring structure is the most abundant spe
for both neutral and negatively charged clusters at high t
perature. Molecular-dynamics simulations have shown
the dimerized geometry of the neutral ring persists at h
temperatures. Our results are consistent with several re
experiments revealing the presence of ring structures
graphite laser vaporization sources, and reconcile theore
and experimental viewpoints on the relative stability of t
three C20 isomers.

This work also confirms the high sensitivity of the ener
ordering of C20 isomers on the treatment of correlation us
en

B
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tte
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M

y
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ar
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es
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at
h
nt

in
al

in the calculations, even when geometries are consiste
optimized.

Finally, we rationalized recent photoelectron data argu
that C2n clusters withn59 –12 show either an alternation o
short and long bonds ifn is even, or all bonds of equa
length, if n is odd.
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